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I. SELF-STUDY
A. Five-Year Review Planning Goals
The five-year review includes planning goals for curriculum (3.1), students (3.3), faculty
(3.4), and resources (3.5).

To summarize, the curriculum plans (3.1) include:
1. Develop online courses at the undergraduate level
2. Continue to develop curriculum that addresses cloud computing and big data, beyond
what we already have.

The student plans (3.3) include:
1. Enhance and grow our BS program
2. Recruit community college students into our BS program
3. Increase the use and diversity of computation in courses
4. Raise funds to increase our scholarship and leadership funds with a focus on alumni
engagement.

Faculty plans (3.4) include:
1. Anticipation of our junior faculty receiving retention or promotion so that they can devote
more time to program development and enhancement
2. Hire tenure-track faculty to replace recent attrition due to retirement
3. Hire faculty with expertise reflecting industry demands in Biostatistics
4. Increase our number of long-term lecturers

Resource plans (3.5) include:
1. Move away from calculators to more cloud based software for all courses.
2. Upgrade office furniture for tenured/tenure-track faculty
3. Lower the proportion of major courses taught by lecturers



4. Increasing our current 1.0 staff support to our former level of 1.75 staff support

B. Progress Toward Five-Ye











Going forward we do want to focus on improving enrollment of women in our majors. This
Fall we are creating a Action Team to focus on DEI activities within the department. The
team includes faculty, staff and students. One of the primary goals is to increase women
representation in our undergraduate program and understand the achievement gaps among
our majors.

B. Request for Resources
1. Request for Tenure-Track Hires: provide evidence from trends provided.

Increase our tenure-track faculty to sustain offering for our graduate courses in
Biostatistics. We foresee growing our Biostatistics program and also the fact thatôs
some of our Biostatistics faculty may retire in the near future and would like to be
prepared for. Prof Eudey is in her 4th year of her FERP and it will be prudent for the
department to plan ahead.

2. Request for Other Resources
Currently, we are leveraging EO 1110 efforts to support many curricular innovations
and support structures such as Teaching Assistants, Supplemental Instruction, and
Learning Assistants. We hope to continue getting assigned time for coordination of the
B4 curriculum.
As the undergraduate program grows, we would also like to explore having assigned
time for an undergraduate advisor.






